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 We would encourage you to read the article in The Atlantic about the Afghan Refugee experience.  From what we’ve learned from the father, 

much of it is very similar to his experience.  We continue to be amazed that this family made it out all together. What it took to get six children 

and a wife pregnant with twins to the U.S. is a story quite remarkable.  Over time, we keep learning more and more. We certainly know that the 

father of this family is motivated and driven to succeed and willing to work hard for a better life here.  He is proud of the job that he has and 

the work he performs, though the salary he earns is less than what has been proposed for workers in the fast food industry. 

To that end, we want to thank you for the generosity of the congregation for the money donated to the Mission Commission that will ultimately 

benefit the family.  When this all started, the Mission commission generously gave us $1,000. We have used some of that for clothing but there 

is still some of that initial “seed money” left, and we will be using it to fund a vegetable garden at their home and to purchase some fabrics for 

the Mother’s birthday, as she sews for the family. The money that the congregation has specifically given to this family will no doubt be needed 

when the funding from the International Institute (IISTL) ends. We have been working with the IISTL to place the family into another IISTL social 

program, which will hopefully help with the rent money (their biggest expense) and we hope to hear this week if that will be happening as, 

otherwise, they will be responsible for their own rent come April 1. Please pray that this happens. In the meantime, please consider donating 

and note “Refugee Relief” in your giving.  

On a fun note, Last Saturday’s gathering was quite the success! It started out as a birthday party for the youngest boy who turned five but 

quickly became a “thank you” party where the family cooked all the food and invited a couple of neighbors, as well as the tutors and core 

partners.  Generous donations from our church family provided a sandbox plus trucks for all the kids to play with.  A Portable soccer goal 

ensures that lots of fun will be had outdoors now that we have the warmer weather.  (Although, we need to get used to calling it football since 

that’s what the family calls it 😊). 

Spring Break starts today and continues through next week.  We are hoping to take the family (maybe talking Mom into staying home a bit to 

relax) to do some fun things, including the Magic House. Also, on Monday it is Mom’s birthday so we will be taking her and the oldest daughter 

to shop for fabric and then we will take her to tea at Mia Walters’ home.  

In Partnership, 

Sue Davis, Noreen Mayfield, and Sue Scott 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2022/03/biden-afghanistan-exit-american-allies-abandoned/621307/

